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3 STEPS for successfully defining the expected outcome of the T-3 Indicators. 
 
STEP #1  
Determine where your key levels are on your charts and what indicators give you levels 
and the strength of each.  The more “ levels” you have coming together the more 
powerful the setup potential for a reversal and the more powerful the breakout when it 
breaks out.  
SO…  
 
YOU MUST KNOW WHERE THE MARKET MAY HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO 
STOP AND TURN TO MAXIMIZE EVERY TRADE SETUP.  

 
Here are the “ levels” of which we speak about daily and what generates each of the 
levels?  
 

• KEY FIBONACCI AREAS are very powerful clusters of Fibonacci ratios that 
fall into a very tight area and are the road map for our general trading.  These 
key areas typically will be very reliable for determining potential reversal 
points in the market.  
These key Fibonacci clusters or as we call them confluence areas are 
generated by 10 times of “ synthetically built” higher timeframes that give us 
the most complete and accurate Fibonacci analysis that could not possibly be 
done by hand with the same accuracy and efficiency on a daily basis.  
The software will automatically define which pivots are best from which to do 
all the calculations from then rank and sort the KEY AREAS into the most 
powerful and plot them as an easy to read red or blue line on your chart.  
 

• ONE TO ONES - our ABC PLOT TRENDS PROGRAM generates these.  
These are NOT as powerful as KEY FIBONACCI areas but are useful as an 
intermediate “ bump in the road “ or temporary support or resistance, which 
enables us to use them as intermediate profit-targets or to signal the 
continuation of a trend.  THE SMALL ONE TO ONES are simply 100% 
alternates of the last few swings in the market and the LARGER SWING 
ONE TO ONES are generated by the last key swings between trend changes. 
When they fall together they are twice as powerful … by themselves we 
expect a moderate bump or retracment in the current trend but not a reversal.  
SMALL WHITE DOTS ARE SMALLER SWING ONE TO ONES  
LARGER MAGENTA DOTS ARE LARGER SWING ONE TO ONES 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 Example of a Fibonacci alternate.  

 
 

• OUTTER BANDS – or MID BANDS generated by our T-3 Trend bands give 
us the VISUAL target of a level that is to be used for profit target areas and or 
support or resistance.  When you get to a mid or outer band we expect there to 
be the potential for a turn or retracement.   

 
• FLOOR TRADER PIVOTS –  also give us Key support and resistance levels 

that many traders watch so we should as well.  Below is a bit of education on 
the floor pivots.  

Floor Traders Pivots are a well-known technique used by floor traders 
(locals) and market makers in the trading pits to calculate intraday support 
and resistance points.  This technique has been around for decades, yet is 
still much in use today.  Before the advent of computers and sophisticated 
analysis techniques, floor traders used a set of calculations to determine key 
support and resistance points in the market.  They calculated these points 
from the previous days open, high, low and close.  The floor traders today 
still use these points in their intraday trading. Since the floor traders in the 
pits are using these points for support and resistance, it just makes good 
sense to keep track of these key points and be aware of them if you are 
doing any type of intraday trading.  



Knowledge of the levels at which different types of traders are likely to enter 
the market can assist in determining when a shift in valuation by the locals 
has occurred.  This is especially useful when there is little outside influence 
on the market and the local floor traders dominate trading.  As long as no 
significant market news has occurred between yesterday’s close and today’s 
opening, the local floor traders and market makers tend to move the market 
between the pivot point (P) and the first band of support (S1) and resistance 
(R1).  If these first levels are broken, look for the market to test the level of 
support (S2) or resistance (R2) and then (S3) and (R3). 

IN SUMMATION OF STEP #1  

 Know the levels at which change could occur…. Once you know and can see 
and have planned for where the market COULD AND SHOULD possibly go then 
you need to move on to step number two.  

STEP #2-knowing the direction and momentum of the market.  

How are we going to know which direction the market is going to head?  We use 2 
simple indicators in many different ways to determine the strength, often referred to 
as momentum of the market and direction of the market.  

The two indicators are  

1. T-3 Trigger Lines – Used different ways which we will explain 

2. T-3 Macd BB lines  - Used  different ways which we will explain 

These two indicators in combination with the KEY areas will give you everything 
you need to know about the market and it’s current state and the expected outcome 
for the near future. 

TRIGGER LINES and  KEY FACTORS to watch for that will tell you instantly 
the direction of the market and the momentum as well as the potential for a reversal.  

• Trigger lines crossed up and blue we expect UP 

•  Trigger lines crossed red and down we expect down.  

• WIDE APART we have lots of momentum behind the move and we expect 
more move in the current direction.  

• NOT WIDE APART we expect less momentum and not much follow 
through.  



• IF crossed down and RED…but closes are above the trigger lines and 
especially if an entire bar of data (HIGH AND LOW) is beyond the trigger 
line is a sure sign that the market may be putting in a reversal.  

• If Crossed UP and BLUE but closes are BELOW the trigger lines and 
especially if an entire bar of data (HIGH AND LOW) is beyond the trigger 
line is a sure sign that the market may be putting in a reversal.  

MACD BB LINES and  KEY FACTORS to watch for that will tell you instantly       
the direction of the market and the momentum as well as the potential for a 
continuation of the trend or a reversal.  

• Macd BB lines crossing upper bands creating a MACD BB DOT (one of our 
show me’s) (BLUE) we expect the trend to go up. 

• MACD BB lines crossing the lower bands creating a MACD BB DOT(one 
of our show me’s)  ( RED)  we expect the market to go down. 

• DIVERGENCE OF MACD BB LINES - When the MACD BB DOTS and 
PRICE go in the opposite direction they create a DIVERGENCE between 
the price and indicator. With this divergence we expect one of two things to 
happen… 1. A reversal in the market or 2. A breaking of divergence and a 
continuation of the trend.   

We have an indicator called T-3 MACD BB DIVERGENCE that plots on 
the chart but it is imperative that you are able to see the “potential” for 
divergence before it happens so your prepared for your trade setups. So 
know the basics below. 

5 BASICS OF DIVERGENCE and their expected outcome for the TREND. 

1. Higher Prices and Lower Macd BB lines  = EXPECTED REVERSAL TO 
DOWN SIDE - or Bearish Divergence- RESISTANCE AREAS SHOULD 
HOLD. 

2. HIGHER PRICES & HIGHER MACD BB LINES = TRENDING UP --- no 
reversal expected – RESISTANCE AREAS MAY BREAK. 

3. Lower Prices and Higher Macd BB lines  = EXPECTED REVERSAL TO 
UPSIDE… or Bullish Divergence-SUPPORT SHOULD HOLD  

4.  Lower prices and lower trending down Macd BB lines  = TRENDING DOWN -- 
no reversal expected – SUPPORT MAY BREAK 

5. IF YOU HAVE A CLOSE BEYOND A HIGH OR LOW PIVOT THAT 
CREATED DIVERGENCE YOU WILL EXPECT NO REVERSAL AND 
EXPECT A STONG TREND TO REMAIN IN TACT.  THIS IS CALLED 
BREAKING DIVERGENCE. 

 



• ZERO LINE of the MACD BB Lines is a KEY area and can maybe be 
classified in step number one but we chose to do it here to keep a consistent 
flow through the indicators and their expected outcomes. When the value of 
the MACD BB LINES (which are really red and green dots) reaches the 
ZERO LINE from above or below we expect that there may be the potential 
for a reversal. If the MACD BB LINES move thru the zero line quickly then 
we expect that the trend changed from up to down or down to up.  

• The swing distance on the Macd bb lines are typically indicative of a the 
trend and it’s momentum.   IF the MACD BB LINES are moving very 
rapidly in one direction with very little to NO pullback at all that is a strong 
move.  This will typically happen after a period of consolidation on the 
charts.  If the Macd BB lines are slowing and “coming together” it is 
indicative of a weakening of the current trend and some consolidation or 
reversal may take place.  

• The Final part of the MACD BB LINES is the dots color themselves.  If the 
dots are all green with no red then it is a strong move up. If they are red then 
it is a move down.  Using the MACD BB DOTS COLORS to help you 
define when to get in and out of a trade can be beneficial for keeping you on 
the right side of a move.  Keep in mind to watch your MACD BB DOTS 
trend direction for the larger MACD BB trend and the dots colors to show 
the short term trend.  

 

IN SUMMATION OF STEP #2 – Know the direction of the market.  If you 
know that we have a higher probability of going up and you have Step #1 
mastered and know what levels to buy off of you will have the highest potential 
of winning.  Same holds true for the sell side…if the market is trending down 
then you must find key resistance levels to look to sell the market. 

STEP #3 is the final piece of the puzzle; this is where you combine areas that you 
got from step #1 with the direction from step #2.  Some of this is done for you in the 
trading plan and some of it will be taught in the live trading room and by the sales 
staff and HOW you apply the knowledge is up to you as the individual trader. Our 
job is to show and teach the trader how to read the expected area and direction that 
our software has generated. 

Imagine the power of your trading when you can see exactly which direction we are 
headed…and with what amount of strength and knowing exactly where you should 
go to before you have to make a decision to get out or stay in. IF you truly had that 
knowledge, a simple plan for taking advantage of that knowledge and the capital and 
discipline to exercise that advantage each and every day, what is the only acceptable 
outcome? 
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